VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITY

Delta Waterfowl Foundation

Egeland, ND

This is a short notice position to help fill a small void within one of this years Delta Waterfowl research projects. Volunteer Opportunity to assist a 4 person nest searching crew in northeast North Dakota. This position will work with a pair of ATV drivers using cables and chains to search for upland nesting duck nests. The primary component of this position will be to drive a third ATV behind the search crew to detect any flushing ducks the crew misses.

This position will be ASAP through July 25th. Housing is provided. $100/week stipend will be provided for up to 9 weeks. The ability to drive a pickup truck and drive an ATV in bumpy fields is required. The ability to identify flushing female ducks is a plus.

Please send an email to Chris Nicolai cnicolai@deltawaterfowl.org stating interest, education and field work history, and why this would be a good opportunity for you. We will fill this position as soon as someone is identified who can help us out.